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STUDY plot menu 

Task 1 
 Plot cluster summaries   

Task 2 
 Plot individual ICs 

Task 3 
 Plot using statistical thresholds 

Task 3 
 Eliminate/reassign ICs 

Exercise... 
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View and edit clusters 
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View and edit clusters 

LEFT SIDE: 
Plot measures 
of full clusters 

RIGHT SIDE: 
Plot measures 

of individual 
components 
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Plot clusters 

Plot mean scalp  
maps for easy  

reference to clusters 
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Plot clusters 

Choose 
which 

cluster 

Choose which 
components 
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Plot clusters 
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Plot ERPs 
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Plot cluster ERP 

Each blue trace is the ERP of a different component 
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Plot cluster spectra 
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Plot cluster spectra 

Each blue trace is the power spectrum of a different component 
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Plot cluster ERSPs 
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Plot cluster ERSPs 

ERSP 
(non-sig 
voxels 
across 
conditions 
are green) 

ITC 
(non-sig 
voxels 
across 
conditions 
are green) 
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Remove outlier components 
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Remove outlier components 
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Remove outlier components 
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Reassign component 

If you want to manually reassign  

a component to another cluster… 
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Reassign component 
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Reassign component 

Successful reassignment 
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Rename a cluster 

Name your cluster of interest 
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Create a new cluster 

You found a bunch of 'outliers' that seem well-matched 

Create a new cluster…  
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Create a new cluster 
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Create a new cluster 
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New cluster created 
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Exercise 

•  Novice 
    - Use the GUI to plot cluster and component data 

using default parameters 

•  Intermediate 
    - Use the GUI to plot cluster and component data 

trying out different plotting parameters such as x/y-
axis limits, and color scale limits to compare absolute  
 values across clusters. 
 - Apply statistical thresholds of your choice 

•  Advanced 
 - Practice re-assigning an IC from one cluster to: 
  1) an outlier cluster 
  2) another cluster 
 - Create and name a new cluster, fill with your choice 
of ICs 


